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Ricardo Bernardino “Sea to Silk” Collection at PFW 2024 

 
Ricardo Bernardino announces the Ricardo Bernardino x Michel Deville Sea to Silk 
Collection, a fusion of Art x Fashion, inspired by the wondrous underwater world. The 
collection will be presented on February 29 at Paris Fashion Week 2024. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
The Story 

The Sea to Silk Collection is the story of an encounter between the paintings of an artist, 
Michel Deville, who has been passionately painting throughout his life, and a clothing 
designer, Ricardo Bernardino, who values the beauty of the paintings and shares them with 
the world transposed into sumptuous silk shirts. 
 
Beyond being a mere fashion collection, this collaboration represents the revelation of a 
70-year artistic legacy, as Michel considered his paintings as his own children, always 
refusing to sell them. 



 

 
 
A Solar Collection 

The Sea to Silk Collection radiates happiness and embraces a bold take on luxury. The 
Ricardo Bernardino X Michel Deville collaboration merges fashion, craftsmanship and 
art and exudes joy and positivity. The unisex collection pays tribute to living life boldly 
and expressing one’s personality through vibrant colors and elegant style. Each shirt is 
numbered and available in a limited edition of 50 per design. 
 

 
                     Photo credit: Ricardo Bernardino x Michel Deville Sea to Silk Collection. Photo: Laureat Bakolli 

 
More information and press invitations to follow in February. For interview requests and 
press accreditation to showroom and runway show on February 29, 2024, at La Galerie 
Bourbon, 79 bis Av. Marceau, 75116 Paris, please contact: 
Sofia Bertilsson, Art Insider PR 
press@artinsiderpr.com +46 733 866820 
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           Photo credits: Ricardo Bernardino x Michel Deville Sea to Silk Collection. Photo: Laureat Bakolli



 

 

 

Photo credits: Ricardo Bernardino x Michel Deville Sea to Silk Collection. Photo: Eric Rossier 

 
Product Information 
The silk shirts in the Sea to Silk Collection are part of an exclusive capsule which is the 
result of a collaboration between designer Ricardo Bernardino and the Swiss colorist 
painter Michel Deville. The paintings by Michel are inspired by diving sessions in the 
Indian ocean, and the silk shirts give a feeling of escape and freedom for a purely joyful 
look. Each shirt is a piece of art! 
 
The collection is meticulously crafted in France and Italy by very talented artisans with a 
rich history and expertise in silk craftsmanship. 
 
www.ricardobernardino.com 
https://www.instagram.com/ricardobernardino_brand/ 
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